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Overview

Explanation

This project used a microcontroller taking near
simultaneous samples of fifteen HC-SR04
ultrasonic sensors to measure the translational
velocity of objects during flight. The final design
the team demonstrated used three rows of five
sensors – pointed upward, sampling displacement
at a rate of 25 Hz – to determine the approximate
location of the object at desired time intervals.

Figure 1: Setting Up the Test Section

Figure 2: Model Airplane
in Test Section

Key Findings
The final delivered system ended up with an
uncertainty measurement of 0.886% for velocity
in the “z” axis, 7.98% for the “x” velocity, and
15.8% for the “y” direction velocity, with a 12%
reading ratio when the butterfly is flying, the
ability to demonstrate plausibility of measuring
distance with respect to time using ultrasonic
sensors was a success.

Figure 5: ATOM Lab Calibration Setup

Figure 6: Test Section

The velocity measurements were taken for each
component by dividing each change in
displacement by its respective change in time.
The uncertainty of the system was determined
based on the knowledge of the HC-SR04
“conical” sensitivity and the distance between
sensors. Regions between sensors and close to
the surface had the greatest uncertainty.

Figure 3: Sensor 15°
Conical Coverage

Figure 4: Sensor 15° Conical Coverage

Impact
Using ultrasonic devices to detect the velocity of
flying objects acts as a proof of concept for future
projects that could use higher-quality ultrasonic
sensors to acquire more data of objects in flight.
Small flying objects, such as butterflies, are more
heavily affected by viscous flow due to low
Reynolds numbers in flight. Studying the effects
of sound -- a pressure wave -- on the flight
performance of small objects, and studying the
acoustics of such flights, will allow for better
designs of micro-aerial vehicles. Improved
aerodynamics research for such micro-aerial
vehicles will reduce weight, improve flight time,
and assist with controls design, creating
opportunities for using such systems in defense,
surveillance, and physical security applications.
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